REPRESENTING HUNDREDS OF MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS

On behalf of medical professionals, Schaefer Halleen addresses matters of employment contracts, federal and state laws, the Minnesota Whistleblower Protection Act, licensure, physician-client relationships, and other issues that affect healthcare professionals.

EMPLOYMENT CONTRACTS

We understand how critically important it is for the contents of contracts to be very clear regarding expectations, performance evaluations, conditions of termination, termination benefits, and post-termination restrictive covenants. Schaefer Halleen, LLC effectively negotiates contracts during the formation period and also develops favorable exit strategies.

FEDERAL AND STATE LAWS AFFECTING MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS

Schaefer Halleen is wholly familiar with federal and state laws and has repeatedly interpreted them successfully within the regulatory guidance provided by each level of government.

THE MINNESOTA WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTION ACT

Our well-known track record in prosecuting claims made under the amended Minnesota Whistleblower Protection Act often leads to very favorable early settlement resolutions for our clients as well as robust compensation.

LICENSURE AND THE PHYSICIAN-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP

Built on years of experience advocating for and advising clients related to licensure requirements, defamation issues, breach of contract, and the unique importance of the physician-patient relationship, Schaefer Halleen, LLC is uniquely positioned to assess complex facts and effectively prosecute these claims, when necessary.
LEADING THE CHARGE: LAWRENCE P. SCHAEFER

As one of the most recognized plaintiff’s lawyers nationwide, Larry Schaefer has earned the respect of judges and other lawyers for his thorough and aggressive client advocacy in negotiation and litigation. He serves as Schaefer Halleen’s CEO and head of litigation.

During the course of his twenty-five year career, Larry has taken on some of the largest and most powerful companies in the country, helping tens of thousands of people recover damages suffered as a result of illegal workplace conduct.

When representing hundreds of physicians, mental health professionals, and executive/administrative medical professionals, Larry has successfully resolved circumstances related to employment contracts, federal and state laws that affect medical professionals, protection for whistle blowers, licensure, and the physician-client relationship.

Schaefer Halleen focuses on employment law claims that arise from discrimination, retaliation, sexual harassment, severance and employment contracts, and wrongful termination.

OUR SERVICES FOR MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS

- Advice in reviewing and editing initial employment contract offers and negotiating with the employer on behalf of our client to secure most favorable and detailed terms possible
- Fashioning an appropriate and achievable “exit strategy” which maximizes benefits available under the contract when seeking to separate during employment
- Evaluating and prosecuting breach of contract, tort, or statutory claims while seeking a favorable early resolution for our client throughout this process

“Schaefer Halleen was the obvious choice when I was seeking experienced employment counsel to stand up on my behalf to months of interference with my surgical practice and breaches of numerous contract obligations.”

-JS, Surgeon

Schedule a free consultation with a knowledgable and compassionate employment lawyer from Schaefer Halleen today. 612.294.2600